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The Mission of IFALPA is to promote

the highest level of aviation safety

worldwide and to be the global

advocate of the piloting profession;

providing representation, services and

support to both our members and the

aviation industry.
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AIRPORT PLANNING

► DOC9184

► …explains the need for consultation and co-operative planning by
all the agencies concerned, including aircraft operators, national
and local government planners, government control authorities
(customs, immigration, health, etc.), nationaland local transport
authorities, aircraft and equipment manufacturers and
international aviation agencies

► An airport master plan should be the most effective framework
within which the individual facilities can operate their separate
functions at the highest possible levels of efficiency.
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The most efficient plan for the airport as a whole is that which provides the required
capacity for aircraft, passenger, cargo and vehicle movements, with maximum
passenger, operator and staff convenience and at lowest capital and operating costs.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY

air and water quality,

noise levels

ecological processes

and demographic

development

Wildlife risk

Before /  after
Preparing an Airport Master Plan

► Master Planning as a systems and process design

approach

► Preplanning considerations and coordination

► The planning procedure

► Goals, policy objectives and success criteria

► Information requirements

► Preliminary studies

► Cooperative Planning

► Stakeholder engagement

► Planning Team

► Use of consultants
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Land Side Developmen

► Passenger Buildings

► Cargo Facilities

► Ground Transport and internal
Airport Vehicle Circulation and
Parking

Air Side Developmen

► Runways and taxiways

► Aprons

► Air and Ground Navigation and
Traffic Control Aids at Airport
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Air Side Developmen

► Runways and taxiways

► Critical Airplanes

► Runway lengh

► Runway width

► Aircraft mix

► ATC Rules

► WX

► AIRPORTCAPACITY
► The Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) has a procedure to compute
airport capacity and aircraft delay for
airport planning and design. It defines
“capacity” as the throughput rate, i.e.
the maximum number of operations
that can take place in an hour, and
“delay” as the difference in time
between a constrained and an
unconstrained aircraft operation.
These definitions take into account
that delays occur because of
simultaneous demands on the facility.
The acceptable level of delay will vary
from airport to airport.
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Capacity and ASV for long range planning

► AC150-5060-5…….1983
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CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time

Runway crossing
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CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time
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Taxiway Configuration

CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time
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► 210,000 operaciones por año

► 105,000 aterrizajes

► 15’ desacelerar de 60 kts a 10 kts

► 15’ x105,000= 1,575,000 seg = 26,250 minutos = 437 horas = 18.2 DIAS!!!
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High speed taxi exits

CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time
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► Runway Friction

► Runway Suraface Conditions

CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time
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Runway surface condition(s). A description of the condition(s) of the
runway surface used in the global reporting format which establishes
the basis for the determination of the RWYCC for aeroplane
performance purposes

► Note. The following runway surface conditions

used in the global reporting format establish the

performance requirements between the

aerodrome operator, aeroplane manufacturer and

aeroplane operator and consist of:

► a) Dry runway

► b) Wet runway

► c) Slippery wet runway

► d) Contaminated runway

► e) Runway surface condition
descriptors

► a. Compacted snow

► b. Dry snow

► c. Frost

► d. Ice

► e. Slush

► f. Standing water

► g. Wet ice
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Runway Suraface Conditions (Annex 14)

► 10.3 Removal of contaminants

► 10.3.1 Snow, slush, ice, standing water, mud, dust,

sand, oil, rubber deposits and other contaminants shall

be removed from the surface of runways in use as

rapidly and completely as possible to minimize

accumulation.
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► Slipperywet runway

► Will cause that the crew

won’t vacate the runway until

the aircraft is a very low

speed.

CAPACITY vs runway occupancy time
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SUMMARY

► THE LESS TIME THAT THE

AIRCRAFT IS ON THE RUNWAY

………..

► GOOD TAXIWAY SYSTEM WILL

IMPROVE THE AIRPORT

CAPACITY

► NO RUNWAY CROSSING
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Thank you


